Abstract. When investigating multi-optima problems, a particle swarm algorithm should not converge on a single optima but ideally should explore many optima by continual searching. The common practice of only evaluating each particle's performance at discrete intervals can, at small computational cost, be used to adjust particle behaviour in situations where the swarm is 'settling' so as to encourage the swarm to explore further. An algorithm is proposed that, by making each wave of particles partially independent, is suitable for multi optima problems.
Introduction
The Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) algorithm is based on observed aggregations of biological creatures, such as birds, and attempts to model their balanced behaviour between exploration and exploitation, thus hoping to replicate their good search behaviour.
As an optimisation tool, PSO has proved extremely effective on a wide range of problems. However, the common form of the PSO algorithm replicates the biological behaviour in which particles typically settle around a single optimum. This is not suitable behaviour for investigating problems with multiple optima. In such cases the desired behaviour is for the swarm to converge on an optimum but then to move off to seek other optima once the value of this optimum is established.
It is possible to use discrete evaluation to alter the behaviour of PSO so as to automatically achieve further aggressive exploration after each optimum has been explored. This paper describes a way in which this behaviour can be achieved. Results for three problem spaces are given that show the desirable properties of this algorithm. 2 The Basic PSO Algorithm
The PSO algorithm uses a number of particles (the swarm) each of which describes a possible solution to the problem being explored. Each particle moves through problem space so that the set of solutions represented by the swarm continuously changes. The movement of each particle is influenced by the current situation of all other particles in the swarm, together with some past history of the X__B x-S VT+I =%(MVT +rand G( )+rand L(-)) (1) performance of the swarm as a whole.
Formally, the new velocity of a particle at time T+t is VT+t and is given by:
where VT is the velocity of this particle at time T, M is the momentum, X is the current position of the individual and rand is a random number in the range (0, 1). G and L set the relative attention to be placed on the positions B and S respectively. B is the best position found by any individual in the swarm so far, and S a position derived by comparing the relative performance of this individual with the performances of a number of other swarm members. M, G and L are bounded to the range (0, 1). The parameter t is the time between updates. The factor X provides velocity constriction. For more information on basic PSO see [1, 2, 3, 4] .
Traditionally finding the position S involves defining a neighbourhood of the particle and only considering the effect of other particles within that neighbourhood. An altemate way of calculating the position S in an effective (but computationally modest) way that takes account of the performance of all swarm members has been introduced in [5] . All other swarm members are considered to influence the position S for a given particle but the magnitude of the influence decreases with both fitness and distance from the given particle for a minimization problem'.
For a maximisation problem it would increase with fitness but decrease with distance. converge and therefore reduce the probability of further ejections. Hence the effect of the short-range force on the normal settling behaviour of the PSO is self-limiting with some swarm particles being left to continue exploration in the local vicinity. Further discussion of such a short-range force can be found in [6] .
Organising Ejected Particles into Waves
Simply ejecting particles from the locations of a known optimum will only result in other optima being found under very favourable circumstances when the ejected particles still have knowledge of the fitness at their point of ejection. This knowledge will tend to draw them back to that region unless they happen upon an area with even better fitness before the effect of the global attraction cancels their short range force induced velocity. The probability of such favourable ejection occurring decreases rapidly with increased problem dimensionality.
One solution is for ejected particles to 'forget' all about the optimum they were ejected from. This can be achieved by assigning each particle to a wave, and treating each wave as a "sub swarm" by only allowing particles in a particular wave to respond to the values of B and S generated by particles in their wave.
Initially all particles belong to wave zero. Every time a particle is ejected it is promoted by having its wave number increased to that of the highest numbered wave (creating a new wave if necessary) and it starts to respond to the other particles in its new wave (if any). Since particles are commonly (but not always) ejected in pairs a wave will typically have an initial size of two. When two particles start a new wave (say wave N), the initial value of B will be the best position occupied by one of these particles. To reduce the probability that this will be a point associated with the optimum the particles are just leaving, every particle is required to move a user specified minimum distance away from its promotion position before it is allowed to inform other members of its wave on its current situation. This, together with the high ejection velocity, and an active repulsion from this particles promotion points until it is at least a specified distance (the search scale) from all of them, sharply reduces the probability that particles will fall back to the optimum region associated with the wave they just left.
As most particles are promoted to successively higher waves, it is possible for some particles to get 'left behind' still circling an optimum found long ago but not getting close enough to other particles be ejected so as to join a new wave. As such these particles represent a wasted resource.
Cleaning up left over wave remnants can be achieved in two ways. Firstly, when a promotion event takes place that would leave only one particle in a wave, this last particle is also recruited to the wave the promoted particle has just joined. Secondly, another inter-wave interaction is introduced. Once the value of B for wave N is better than the value of B for some earlier (lower numbered) wave, all remaining members of the earlier wave are promoted to wave N and start to respond to wave N's B and S values. Assuming that these just promoted particles do not uncover any region of interest while in transit (or move close enough to another particle so as to cause another promotion event), they will finally arrive in the region being explored by wave N. 3.4 Detecting a Particle Promotion Ejection Ideally particles should be considered as ejected (and therefore promoted) when they come close while the wave is settling on an optimum. As a swarm settles the speed of the particles deceases. The ratio of the velocity component introduced by the effect of the short-range force to the other velocity components is a suitable measure with which an ejection can be detected. Promotion occurs any time this ratio exceeds a user specified value, called the promotion factor. 4 The WoSP Algorithm in Detail Each particle is in one of two different modes of behaviour as determined by its distance from the closest of all of its previous promotion points. Only if this distance is more than the scale search parameter is the particle able to report its fitness and position to its wave. Only reporting particles are allowed to respond to their waves B and S values.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. The new position of each particle is first calculated, based on the positions and velocities calculated in the previous iteration and assuming that the velocity remained unchanged for the time t between the iterations. A check is made of the closest distance of each particle to any of its promotion points and its report status is updated as required. The fitness of each particle is calculated. Starting from the particle with the best fitness, and in descending order of fitness, those particles allowed to report do so to their wave, updating that waves best-known point as required.
Each time a wave updates its best position a check is made to see if this in now fitter than the best position of some other lower numbered (earlier) wave. When this occurs, all members of earlier wave immediately join that latter wave without recording their current position as a promotion point. The velocity of every particle is now updated. Particles that are allowed to report update their velocity as:
Particles that are not allowed to report, as they are too close to one or more of their promotion points, update their velocity as:
VT+= (VT-GPC -LP) (4) where Pc is the unit vector towards the closest previous promotion point and P1 is the unit vector in the direction 729 of the smallest absolute component of VT. Without the component Pt, exploration tends to be concentrated on a hyper plane that encompasses the positions of the first few of the particle's promotion points.
Every particle is promoted when the velocity component caused by the short-range force is more than promote factor times the vector sum of the other velocity components. It either joins the highest current number wave or, if it is already a member of the highest number wave, starts a new wave with a wave number of one higher. The position it was in when promoted is added to the particle's list of promotion points. If this promotion leaves a wave with only one member, this is also promoted as part of the process of cleaning up old waves. This compulsory recruited particle does not record its position as a new promotion point.
The Computation Cost of the WoSP Algorithm
The extra computational cost introduced to the basic swarm algorithm by the short range force and the WoSP algorithm can be calculated by timing a series of repeats with a fitness function that return a constant value. No swarm coalescing takes place under these conditions and the number of promotions is a function of the starting conditions. The average extra computation observed from 100 repeats, compared to the basic swarm algorithm, was about 55% for the short-range force only and just over 60% for the full WoSP algorithm. These values refer to the basic algorithms excluding the time for fitness evaluation. Since fitness assessment is often the dominant computational cost in real life problems, this means that for such problems the overhead introduced by the WoSP algorithm would be very small relative to the basic swarm.
Experimental results

A Three Maximum Problem
The surface shown in figure 2 has three maxima, labelled A, B and C. The swarm particles were initialised from random positions within a restricted region as indicated by the circle labelled 'Start' (at the front of the figure). This point was chosen to be far from any maximum. The closest local maximum to this start region (maximum B) is the poorest of the three. The second closest maximum (maximum A) is the highest. This test was designed not only to see if particles would move from maximum B to maximum A (a better maximum) but also to examine how well they would explore beyond maximum A and investigate maximum C which was of intermediate fitness3. The exact fitness values and distances from the centre of the particle start region are shown in Table 1 .
This problem was designed so that the performance of the algorithm with just the short-range force was basically the same as for the basic PSO. This is because the probability of a particle ejected from maximum B encountering the limited region round maximum A that has a higher fitness than maximum B before the global component returns it to maximum B is almost zero.
The key parameters used are listed in Table 2 and the results for basic PSO and for WoSP are presented in Table  3 . Note that, as far as finding the first maximum is concerned, the basic swarm and WoSP have the same results. However, the basic swarm does not explore further, with the result that just over 87% of the time it settles for the poorest of the three maxima. The one case in which the basic swarm found two maxima appears to be a result of the swarm splitting into two and starting to coalesce on both maxima. The particles converging on maximum B met the criterion for 'found' just before the particles converging on maximum A. The WoSP algorithm, on the other hand, while again overwhelmingly identifying maximum B first, continues to explore and finds the global maximum A every time. In this space the fitness of a particle at some position is the minimum of the score values from that position to each of the 14 defined points. The score value of point X is the distance from the particle to X plus the floor value of point X, the position and floor values of the minima are given in 2,000,000 iterations, showed a slight performance change, but one that was insignificant when compared with the order of magnitude increase in computing cost.
Parameter Value Number of particles 30 Maximum number of iterations 200,000
Total number of evaluations 6,000,000 Momentum 0.95 B global best factor 0.9 Normal L local best factor 0.5 L if within search scale of a 20 promotion point Search scale 500 Promote factor 2 Table 6 . The parameter values used. As each wave died (lost its last particle or had all its members compulsorily promoted to a later wave that was outperforming it) a simple hill climbing local search agent was used to find the local optimum in the vicinity of the best position known to this wave. Many optimisation heuristics combine an algorithm with coarse global search capabilities together with a suitable local search heuristic. This extra expenditure of computing resource is ideally only warranted in the vicinity of an optimum, a condition that precludes its application to the basic particle swarm algorithm. The high probability that each wave has by its death investigated in the vicinity of an optimum makes its use in these few positions both highly rewarding and computationally reasonable (Figure 4 ) and the best fitness yet found by each wave ( Figure 5) [7] and [8] discuss two such methods and contain a review of a number of other approaches.
These PSO versions use techniques already proven in genetic algorithms, such as niching and speciation. In general particles will remain in the optima found, although is some cases the fitness function is modified so that it becomes unattractive to particles which therefore leave to explore further. In the author's experience, along with the desirable result of forcing continued exploration, such function modification is prone to producing false optima.
In its current form the WoSP algorithm does not lend itself to tracking optima. While at any time several optima may be being explored in parallel, the main emphasis is on the sequential exploration of optima. The fitness function does not require any modification after an optimum is located; the maintenance of a tabu list by each particle appears to achieve the same end without producing extra (false) optima, but at the cost of introducing an extra parameter, the search scale.
Concluding Remarks
This paper introduces a version of the particle swarm optimisation algorithm intended to be efficient when exploring problem spaces with multiple optima. As no additional fitness evaluations are required for the WoSP algorithm compared to basic PSO, the additional computational cost of the behaviour modification is likely to be relatively small when compared to the overall computation involved, especially for problems with complex fitness functions.
The results obtained on a simple contrived threemaximum problem clearly show that the WoSP algorithm is able to escape from local sub-optima and continue to search for other optima.
The dual cluster problem space results are instructive in showing both the effect of the choice of search scale on this simple problem but also how re-exploration of previously explored optima is important in preventing the algorithm from being too greedy by allowing more than one wave of exploration to be initiated from one place.
Results obtained from the more challenging Schwefel's function are most instructive. When one considers that 6x106 evaluations were done during the 200,000 iterations for a 41% chance of finding the best of approximately 1.2x1027 maxima, the performance of this technique on this problem is quite remarkable and a testament to the power of combining swarm exploration of each maximum with an evolutionary driven search for further maxima. The reports on the locations and fitness's of other maxima obtained are a bonus that may be of considerable use in practical problems, such as scheduling.
The regular spacing of the maxima in this particular problem may have made it particularly suited to the WoSP algorithm, but the results are sufficiently encouraging to augur well for other problem domains.
